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and Synthesis of Complex Systems 
4. CONTRACT OR GRANT NUMBER: DA-ARO-D-31-124-73-G171 
5. NAME OF INSTITUTION: Georgia Institute of Technology 
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6. AUTHOR(S) OF REPORT: Edward W. Kamen 
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"A New Algebraic Approach to Linear Time-Varying Systems," submitted 
to the Journal of Computer and System Science, March 1974. 
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DURING THIS REPORTING PERIOD: 
Khalid Hafiz, Ph.D. Candidate 
Dr. Edward W. Kamen 
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Atlanta, Georgia 30332 
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BRIEF OUTLINE OF RESEARCH FINDINGS 
The research has resulted in a completely new algebraic approach 
to linear time-varying discrete-time systems, such as sampled-data 
systems and various types of sequential systems with switching operations. 
In contrast to previous work, the theory is developed in terms of a type of 
global-in-time representation specified by a variable time reference. The 
unique aspect of this setup is that it possesses previously unexplored 
algebraic properties which play an important role in system dynamics. These 
properties are a result of incorporating the time variance of systems into 
the algebraic structure. Using this framework, new results have been obtained 
on the reachability and controllability of time-varying systems, and a new 
approach to the important problem of realization has been developed. The 
algebraic setting also yields a new formulation of duality, in terms of 
which new results on observability have been obtained. These results can 
be applied to the problems of feedback control and estimation in time-
varying systems. In particular, new computational procedures for the con-
struction of controllers and state estimators are in the process of being 
generated by working with an algebraic framework consisting of polynomials 
in time. Potential applications of this work include the design of flight 
controllers and autopilots. 
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Paper: "A New Algebraic Approach to Linear Time-Varying Systems," by 
Edward W. Kamen, Georgia institute of Technology, March, 1974 
ABSTRACT 
A theory of linear time-varying discrete-time systems is constructed 
in terms of a variable time reference which yields a new type of global-in- 
time representation. In this approach the time -variance of systems is incor- 
porated into an algebraic framework consisting of modules defined over non 
commutative rings. In particular, input/output behavior is specified by a 
homomorphism between modules over a noncommutative ring of formal power 
series, yielding an operational calculus for computing system responses. 
Dynamical behavior is given in terms of a module structure defined over a 
skew polynomial ring. This framework is utilized to obtain general results 
on reachability and controllability, and is then applied to the problem of 
realizing time-varying discrete-time systems. 
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BRIEF OUTLINE OF RESEARCH FINDINGS 
Research during the period April 1, 1974 through 
September 30, 1974 has centered on the development of algebraic 
techniques for the study of the following classes of systems. 
1. Infinite-Dimensional Continuous-Time Systems: Here 
results have been obtained on causality, realization, and 
controllability of infinite systems. For example, the work 
has yielded the first algebraic results on bounded-time and 
minimal-time controllability of infinite systems. Via the 
algebra, it is now possible to compute minimal control times 
for many important types of infinite systems such as systems 
with time delays. 
2. Linear Time-Varying Discrete-Time Systems: This work 
involves the continued development of the new algebraic frame-
work for time-varying systems, discovered in the first work 
period of the grant. Preliminary results have been obtained 
on the solution of the linear regulator problem with constraints 
on the time-varying gains. The emphasis at present is on the 
development of compUtational procedUres for designing controllers 
and state estimators in the time-varying case. Another objective. 
here is to construct a "time-varying version" of the pole-
placement theorem. This would make possible the design of 
feedback controllers that stabilize unstable time-varying 
systems. 
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MODULE STRUCTURE OF INFINITE-DIAENgIONAL SYSTEMS 
WITH APPLICATIONS TO CONTROLLABILITY 
Edward W. Kamen 
School of Electrical Engineering 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332 
September, 1974 
ABSTRACT 
A theory of infinite-dimensional time-invariant continuous-time 
systems is developed in terms of modules defined over a convolution ring 
of generalized functions. In particular, input/output operators are formu-
lated as module homomorphisms between free modules over the convolution 
ring, and systems are defined in terms of a state module. Results are pre-
sented on causality and the problem of realization. The module framework 
is then utilized to study the reachability and controllability of states and 
outputs. New results are obtained on the smoothness of controls, bounded-
time controls, and minimal-time controls. 
This research was supported by the U. S. Army Research Office, 
Durham, N. C., under Grant DA-ARO-D-31-124-73•G171. 
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1. ARO PROPOSAL NUMBER: 11554-RT 
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3. TITLE OF PROPOSAL: New Algebraic Methods in the Analysis and Synthesis 
of Complex Systems. 
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5. NAME OF INSTITUTION: Georgia Institute of Technology 
6. AUTHOR OF REPORT: Edward W. Kamen 
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"New Results on Discrete-Time Time-Varying Systems," 90 pages, a 
Ph.D. thesis submitted by Khalid Hafiz, March 1975. 
Results in thesis are being incorporated into two separate papers 
which will be submitted for publication when completed. 
"Finiteness in Infinite-Dimensional Systems Applied to Regulation," 
an invited paper to be given at the Symposium on Algebraic System 
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Mr. Khalid Hafiz, Ph.D. Candidate. Mr. Hafiz' Ph.D. thesis has just 
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has received his support from this grant. 
BRIEF OUTLINE OF RESEARCH FINDINGS 
Research during the period October 1, 1974 through March 31, 1975 has 
been carried out in the following two problem areas. In both areas, major 
new results have been obtained. 
1) The regulator or tracking problem for infinite-dimensional time-
invariant systems: Here new results have been obtained on achieving 
eponential rates of convergence to zero of Ne(W, the norm of the error 
e(t) between a desired output (reference) and the actual output. Our 
approach to this important problem involves the use of the concepts of 
bounded-time controllability and observability in the infinite case, as 
developed by the author during a previous work period. Included in this 
work are the first general results on the computation of minimal time 
periods before exponential convergence occurs. This problem involves a 
new characterization of transient behavior in infinite-dimensional systems. 
Z. Continuation of a global-time algebraic theory for time-varying 
linear systems: We now have a new structure theory for time-varying 
systems based on the concept of an n-cyclic module defined over a skew 
polynomial ring. In terms of this framework, we have been able to for-
mulate and solve a "time-varying version" of the important pole-placement 
theorem. This has resulted in many new constructive results on the 
design of feedback controllers. By "dualizing" our algebraic setting 
using a new "global-time" duality construction, we have been able to obtain 
several new results on the design of state estimators. 
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7. LIST OF MANUSCRIPTS SUBMITTED OR PUBLISHED UNDER ARO 
SPOliSoR6hIP DURING THIS PERIOD. 
Papers a.,b., and c. below were written by E. W. Kamen: 
a. "Representation and Realization of Operational Differential 
Equations with Time-Varying Coefficients," August 197 5 , 
invited paper to appear in the Special Issue on Realization 
Theory, Journal of  the Franklin Institute. 
b. "Finiteness in Infinite-Dimensional Systems Applied to 
Regulation," uune 1975, invited paper to appear in a 
volume of Lecture Notes in Mathematics, Springer-Veriag. 
c. "On an Operator Theory of Linear Systems with Pure and 
Distributed Delays," August 1975, invited paper to appear 
in the Proceedings  of the 1975 IEEE  Conference on Decision 
and Control, Houston. 
d. "New Results on Discrete-Time Time-Varying Linear Systems," 
65 pages, Ph.D. Thesis  of K. hafiz, appeared in dune, 1975. 
Note: Results in d. are being incorporated into two separate 
papers to be submitted for publication sometime in the near 
future. 
BRIEF OUTLINE OF RESEARCH FINDINGS 
Research has been continuing on the development of an 
algebraic theory for various classes of linear systems. We 
now have an extensive global-time algebraic theory for time-
varying discrete-time systems with many new results in control 
and estimation. For continuous-time systems, new results have 
been obtained on representation, controllability, and feedback 
control of systems given by linear functional differential 
equations of the retarded type. A completely new algebraic 
representation has been developed for operational differential 
equations with time-varying coefficients. In terms of this 
framework, the first general computable solution to the problem 
of realization (in the time-varying infinite case) has been 
obtained. 
The basic objective of this work is to develop viable 
procedures for the analysis and design of systems that contain 
time-varying parameters and/or distributed parameters (or time 
delays). In terms of relevance to U. S. Army problems, such 
systems arise when a part of the system :involves one or more 
human operators. For example, time delays occur as a result 
of human reaction times or human decision times. Time-varying 
characteristics can also occur; for instance, as a result of 
fatigue of operators. Potential applications of the above- 
mentioned research to this class of systems include the following. 
a. Techniques for realizing digital, analog, or hybrid 
computer simulations of systems with human operators. 
b. On-line methods for monitoring operator performance (i.e. state). 
c. Design of digital or analog compensators to achieve some 
specified degree of stability in a control process, or to achieve 
time-optimal control. 
To appear in the Special Issue on. Realization Theory, 
Journal of the Franklin Institute . 
REPRESENTATION AND REALIZATION OF 
OPERATIONAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS WITH T IIE-VARYING COEFFICIENTS * 
E. W. Kamen 
School of Electrical Engineering 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332 
August 1975 
ABSTRACT 
An algebraic treatment of operational differential equations with 
time-varying coefficients is presented in terms of skew rings of 
differential polynomials defined over a'Noetherian ring. Included in 
this framework are delay differential equations with time-varying coeffi-
cients. The operator equations are characterized by transfer matrices 
which are utilized to construct realizations given by first-order vector 
differential equations with operator coefficients. It is shown that the 
realization of matrix equations can be reduced to the realization of 
scalar equations. Finally, a simple procedure is derived for realizing 
scalar equations. 
This work was supported by the U.S. Army Research Office, Durham, N.C., 
under Grant DA-ARO-D-31-124-73-G171. 
To appear in Lecture Notes in Mathematics, Symposium on 
Algebcaic System Theory, Udine, Italy 1975 
FINITENESS IN INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL SYSTEMS  
APPLIED TO REGULATION  
Edward W. Kamen 
School of Electrical Engineering 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332/U.S.A. 
ABSTRACT 
After describing existing mathematical representations of linear infinite-
dimensional systems, we consider the problem of regulating a system's output so that 
it tracks a given reference. Using a general operational framework possessing cer-
tain finiteness properties, we pursue a particular aspect of this problem by first 
considering the concept of bounded-time controllability. New results are then given 
on the construction of time-invariant input/output regulators that drive the output 
response (resulting from nonzero initial states) to the zero function in finite time. 
An example is given to illustrate that such regulators can be constructed by using 
ideal time delays in the feedback loop. 
1. Representation of Infinite-Dimensional Systems 
A good deal of work has been devoted to the development of state-space represen-
tations for linear infinite-dimensional systems. There are two basic types of 
mathematical models. In one setup, the system dynamics are given by an equation of 
evolution in an infinite-dimensional linear topological space such as a Banach or 
Hilbert space (e.g., see the papers by Balakrishnan [1], Aubin-Bensoussan [2], and 
Baras-Brockett-Fuhrmann [3]). In most of these models the state is the solution of 
some first-order ordinary (or operational) differential equation in a locally convex 
space. We shall refer to these models as abstract representations since the state is 
usually not defined in terms of physical attributes of the given system. 
This work was supported by the U. S. Army Research Office, Durham, N.C., under Grant 
DA-ARO-D-31-124-73-G171. 
To appear in Proc. 1975 IEEE Conf. on Decision and Control 
ON AN OPERATOR THEORY OF LINEAR SYSTEMS WITH PURE AND DISTRIBUTED DELAYS * 
E. W. Kamen 
School of Electrical Engineering 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332 
Abstract 
A representation theory based on convolution 
operations is developed for a large class of 
linear systems containing pure and distributed 
delays in state and control. In terms of this 
framework a necessary and sufficient condition 
and a sufficient condition are given for func-
tional (null) controllability. The conditions 
involve the generation of modules defined over 
a convolution ring of functions. 
1. Introduction 
In many control problems the systems under 
consideration contain pure and distributed time 
delays in state and control (examples are given 
by MANITIUS [1]). Such systems are usually re-
ferred to as hereditary systems since the rate of 
change of the present state depends on past values 
of the state and control or input. 
In this paper we consider the class of linear 
systems given by a first-order functional differen-
tial equation of the form 
X(t) = 	A(0)x(t+ Ode + Fo





+i  B(9)u(t+ Ode + G u(t) + G.u(t-bi)  -d 	 i=1 1 
where c,d and the a i ,bi are positive real numbers, 
the F. (G.) are nxn (nxm) matrices over the 
t 
reals R, A(0) (resp. B(0)) is a nXn (nxrc,) matrix 
of (Lebesgue) measurable and integrable functions 
on [-c,0] ([-d,0]), x(t)ERn is the "instantaneous 
state," and u(t) E Rra is the input. 
Systems of the form (1) have been studied 
using mainly functional-analytical methods applied 
to a state space setting defined in terms of the 
product space R xL13 (-h,O;R ) where h = max(c,ai ). 
In particular, numerous results on controllability 
and optimal feedback control can be found in the 
work of DELFOUR-MITTER [2,3], DELFOUR [4], and 
DELFOUR-McCALLA-MITTER [5] (see also the survey 
by MANITIUS [6]). 
In contrast to existing methods, our approach 
to the study of (1) is based on an algebraic 
setting defined in terms of convolution operators. 
More precisely, in the next section it is shown 
that (1) can be written in the form 
Z(t) = (F*x)(t) + (G*u)(t) 	 (2) 
where * denotes convolution and F and G are 
matrices whose elements belong to a convolution 
ring of functions and impulses (Dirac distribu-
tions). The convolution representation (2) is a 
special case of the time-domain operator framework 
developed by KAMEN [7]. 
In the latter part of the paper the 
representation (2) is applied to the problem of 
driving initial functions to the zero function in 
finite time (functional null controllability). 
New algebraic criteria for controllability are 
given in terms of modules defined over the convo-
lution rings. 
2. Representation by Convolution Operators 
Let L
loc 
denote the space of all real-valued 
Lebesgue measurable functions f(t) that are 
locally integrable, i.e. J If(t)Idt < ce for any 




denote the sub- 
space of L ice consisting of all functions with 
support bounded on the left. It is easily 
verified that L
loc 
is a ring with pointwise 
addition and with convolution defined by 
co 
(g*f)(t) =1 g(0)  f(t 0)cle . 
This work was supported by the U.S. Army 
Research Office, Durham, N.C., under 
Grant DA-ARO-D-31-124-73-G171. 
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MODULE STRUCTURE OF INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL SYSTEMS 
WITH APPLICATIONS TO CONTROLLABILITY
* 
Edward W. Kamen 
School of Electrical Engineering 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332 
September, 1974 
ABSTRACT 
A theory of infinite-dimensional time-invariant continuous-time 
systems is developed in terms of modules defined over a convolution ring 
of generalized functions. In particular, input/output operators are formu-
lated as module homomorphisms between free modules over the convolution 
ring, and systems are defined in terms of a state module. Results are pre-
sented on causality and the problem of realization. The module framework 
is then utilized to study the reachability and controllability of states and 
outputs. New results are obtained on the smoothness of controls, bounded-
time controls, and minimal-time controls. 
This research was supported by the U. S. Army Research Office, 
Durham, N. C., under Grant DA-ARO-D-31-124-73-G171. 
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1. Introduction 
The existing theory of infinite-dimensional systems is based primarily 
on the elements of topology and analysis (e.g. Banach spaces, Hilbert spaces, 
etc.). In contrast, in this paper the emphasis is on the application of 
modern algebra to the study of infinite-dimensional time-invariant systems. 
The objective here is to formulate a theory in terms of rings and modules 
which yield new results as a consequence of finiteness properties enjoyed 
by these algebraic structures. 
Here the rings and modules are convolution structures that come into 
play as a result of the additional assumption of time invariance. In par-
ticular, as discussed in Section 2, linear time-invariant input/output 
(i/o) operators can be formulated as module homomorphisms between finitely-
generated modules defined over a convolution ring of functions. Although 
the convolution structure of these i/o operators is well known, very little 
attention has been devoted to the relationship between the i/o module frame-
work and the internal system structure defined in terms of the concept of 
state. 
The first major work on the role of the convolution structure in a 
state space setting was Kalman's K[z]-module description of finite-dimensional 
discrete-time systems [1]. Kalman was also the first one to consider a mod-
ule structure over a convolution ring of functions in the state space theory 
of continuous-time systems (see Kalman and Hautus [2]). However, the theory 
of [2], which centers on the problem of realization, does not apply to a 
very large class of infinite-dimensional systems since it is assumed that 
for any positive integer n, the output response resulting from the n
th 
de-
rivative of the Dirac distribution at (03 is infinitely differentiable 
2 
on (0,0D). For example, this constraint prevents consideration of systems 
having time delays. The extension of Kalman's module framework to a suit-
ably large class of infinite-dimensional systems is carried out here. 
The convolution structure of the i/o description can be reflected in 
the internal system structure in two ways, depending on the type of inter-
nal model used. On the one hand, the dynamical equations can be given by 
operational-differential equations defined by convolution operators belong-
ing to a Noetherian ring. This approach is developed in [3] and will not 
be considered here. In the second approach, which will be pursued here, 
systems are given in operational form by module homomorphisms with the state 
space also possessing a (topological) module structure over the convolution 
ring of functions. 
The module structure on the state space provides a new approach to the 
study of dynamical properties. For instance, as revealed in Sections 5, 6, 
and 7, the concept of the annihilator of a module plays a central role in 
controllability. Using this concept, in Section 6 we obtain the surprising 
result that if the reachable states of a system are controllable (to the 
zero state), then every reachable state can be: controlled within some fixed 
time period (bounded-time controllability). Examples of systems in which 
the reachable states are always controllable are given in Section 7. 
In the following development, it is crucial that we work with a con-
volution ring of functions which contains the identity 6 0 = Dirac distribu-
tion at (0). In other words, we need to consider a convolution ring of dis-
tributions (generalized functions). Then since we want the input function 
space and the output function space to be modules over the convolution ring, 
these spaces must also be spaces of distributions. The requirement that 
the ring contain 150 is mainly for algebraic reasons. For example, it is 
3 
then possible to consider the operation of inversion which, as we shall 
see, leads to the construction of control signals. 
2. Input/Output Operators 
Let R denote the field of real numbers with the usual topology. Let 
06(resp. or5) denote the linear space of R-valued infinitely differentiable 
functions defined on R with compact supports (resp., with supports bounded 
on the right). With the Schwartz topology [4], orrand 	are Hausdorff 
locally convex linear topological spaces. Let NO' (resp. D(nr i ) denote the 
dual of ce(resp..J0) with the strong topology. Then NT is the space of R-
valued distributions on R with support bounded on the left. The canonical 
injectionso(7-.ZP -<,0' are continuous and 	is dense in NO" (see [4]). 
From the results of Schwartz [4], with the operations of addition and 
oo i convolution ou+  is a commutative (topological) ring with no divisors of 
zero. Given u, v e alP ' 
 the convolution of u and v, denoted by u*v, is 
defined by 
2.1 	 < u*v, cp > <u, <v, p(t+T) >>, 	all T e oU 
It is easily verified that, if u,v 	0, then supp(u*v) C (supp u)+ 
(supp v) where supp denotes the support. The identity of the ring Nf .1.1_ is 
GE(' 
0 
is compatible with the ring structure in that oiCr: is a convolution algebra 
over R. To simplify the notation, from here on we let V denote the ring 
+' 
For any fixed positive integer n, let Vn denote the n-fold direct sum 
of V with the elements of Vn written as column vectors. Then Vn is a free 
the Dirac distribution 8 . We also note that the linear structure on 
4 
n-dimensional topological module over the ring V. Given v e V n and a C V, 
we let a*v denote the operation of a on v in the V-module structure of V n . 
Definition 2.1: Given fixed positive integers m and k, an input/output 





As usual, an i/o operator f:Vm -■ V
k characterizes the correspondence 
between input functions (in Vm) and the resulting output functions (in V
k
) 
for some m-input terminal k .-output terminal linear continuous-time system. 
There are two main reasons for taking V = oe: as the space of "admissible 
signals" appearing at the input and output terminals. First, V is a con-
volution ring containing 80 which, as mentioned in the introduction, is 
necessary for the algebraic constructions that follow. Second, the class 
_ 
of systems describable by an i/o operator f:Vm  -4 V
k is extremely large, in- 
cluding, for example, distributed-parameter devices such as LC and RC 
transmission lines. 
Unfortunately, the topology on V is not normable, and in some applica-
tions it may be highly desirable to work with a convolution ring (with 8 0) 
having a nice topological structure, such as a Banach convolution algebra 
(Bensoussan and Kamen [5]). However, most of the results that follow can 
be carried over to these other rings. 
In this paper, we restrict attention to i/o operators f having the 
property that f(8 1.*v) = 8T*f(v), all T e R, v e Vm ; that is, f commutes 
with the shift operator 8 T . Such i/o operators are said to be time invari- 
ant or constant. 
Letting VkXm denote the V-module of kxm matrices over V, we have the 
following result on the representation of i/o operators. 
5 
Theorem 1.1: For each time-invariant i/o operator f:Vm V
k
, there exists 
a unique W e V
kXm  such that f(v) = W*v for all v e Vm . Conversely, given 
W e VkXm , the operator Vm Vk :v H W*v is a time-invariant i/o operator. 
Proof: Follows from the Schwartz kernel theorem [4] using the fact that 
the canonical injections .6-, V cd' are continuous and ffis dense in V. 
Corollary 1.1: With respect to the topological V-module structure on V m 
and V
k
, every time-invariant i/o operator f:Vm V
k 
is a (topological) 
V-module homomorphism. 
Corollary 1.2: For fixed positive integers m and k, the V-module consisting 
of all time -invariant i/o operators f:Vm V
k 
is isomorphic to VkXm  
The matrix W, whose existence is asserted in Theorem 1.1, is usually 
referred to as the impulse response matrix. A major point here is that the 
existence of W is directly connected to the fact that the i/o operator is 
a V-module homomorphism. The basic idea of this work is to exploit the 
module structure. But before we begin to do this, we need to consider the 
notion of causality in the space V. 
Definition 2.2: An i/o operator f:V -' V:v I-+ w*v, w e V, is causal if when-
ever ul 171, u,v e V, T e R, then f(u)l, = f(v)I ' 
where I (-c° T) denotes restriction to the open interval (-co,T) in the sense 
 
of distributions. 
Proposition 2.1: Given f:V -4 V:v 	w*v, the following are equivalent: 
i. f is causal 
ii. if supp v G [T,c0), v e V, T e R, then supp f(v) G [T,c0) 
supp w g [0,c0) 
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Proof: i. 4  ii.: Let v e V with supp v C: [T,00). Then since vi 	= 0 
and f is causal, f(v)1 ( _. ,T) = f(0)1 (... ,T) = 0. Thus supp f(v) 	[T,m). 
Since supp So = [01, by ii. supp f(S0) C [0,00). But 
f(S0) = wIcoo = w. 
iii. =i.: Suppose that u1(.....,T) = vi( _00,T), then supp (u-v) G [T,00) and 
since supp w C: [0,m), supp [w*(u-v)] 5:: [0, 00) + [T,c°) = [T,00). Therefore, 
supp f(u-v) C [T,00) which implies that f(u)1(.„0,T) = f(v)I(_co,T) since f is 
additive. 
Even though supp w 	[0,00) for a causal operator, in general it is not 
possible to construct the impulse response w from the restriction wl (o ,00) 
This situation can occur when w is not regular on any neighborhood of the 
origin. (A distribution v e V is regular on an open set U if vl can be 
generated in the usual manner from a locally integrable function on U.) 





I (o ,00) 
which does not contain any knowledge of the singular 
component So . 
Many system problems, such as the problem of realization, involve the 
restriction wl(000) of the impulse response w, assuming that w can be de- 
termined uniquely from wl 00)„. 
A sufficient condition for the determine- 
,  
tion of w from wl 	is given in the following (o,00) 
Proposition 2.2: Let w e V with supp w C: [0,00). If there exists an open 
neighborhood U of the origin such that wl u is a regular distribution, then 
w can be completely and uniquely determined from wl (0,m) . 
Proof: Suppose that w satisfies the hypothesis of the proposition. Let a 
be a positive number belonging to U and write w = w1 (0,.) . Since w+ is 
7 
regular on (0,a), from w+ we can construct the following regular distribu-
tion on (-co,a): 
+ (t) ) 0 < t < a 
wa
(t) = 	
, t 5 0 
Then since w+ = wa 
on (0,a), by the theorem on "piecing together distribu-
tions" (Zemanian [6, page 34]), from w and w a 
it is possible to construct 
one and only one distribution 0 on R such that el a) = wa (o c0) and Al 	w+. 
Further, A is clearly independent of the value chosen for a. Now by con-
struction, U = w on (-010,0) L)(0,c0). Hence U = w on R since the Lebesgue mea-
sure of (0) is zero and both w and 0 are regular on the open neighborhood U. 
Definition 2.3: A causal i/o operator f with impulse response w is said to 
be strictly causal if wl U 
is regular for some open neighborhood U of (01. 
The term strictly causal is taken from the work of Saeks [7]. Al-
though Saek's formulation of causality is developed in terms of an abstract 
Hilbert space rather than a space of distributions, his definition of 
strictly causal is similar to that given here. 
In many cases the impulse response w is an ordinary function (i.e., a 
regular distribution) with supp w C: [0,c0), and thus the i/o operator is 
strictly causal as defined above. On the other hand, there exist important 
examples of systems whose impulse responses are not regular and yet the 
corresponding i/o operators are strictly causal. These systems are neces-
sarily infinite dimensional; that is, the Laplace transform of the impulse 
response is not rational. A simple example is the ideal delay line with 
impulse response S T , T > O. 
An interesting class of causal operators which are not strictly causal 
8 
is the class of operators having supp w = (01. By a well-known theorem of 
distribution theory (Zemanian [6, page 98]) supp w = (01 if and only if w 
is a finite R-linear combination of So and its derivatives. If we let S (n) 
 denote the nth derivative of S
o
, then since ,5 (n) *v = v(n) = n th derivative 
of v e V, for an i/o operator f with supp w = (01 the response f(v) is a 
finite linear combination of the input v and its derivatives. 
Most causal operators of interest can be decomposed uniquely into the 
sum of a strictly causal operator and an operator with impulse response con-
centrated at the origin: 
Proposition 2.3: Given a causal operator f:V V:v 	w*v, if there exists 
an a > 0 such that w l
( o a) is regular, then f can be decomposed uniquely ,  





o sc 	 sc 
w
o = 0 or supp wo = (01. 
Proof: Let w satisfy the hypothesis. As in the proof of Proposition 2.2, 
from wlwe can construct a distribution 8 on R such that 0 = w on (o,c0) 
R - (01 and the operator f sc :v P-' 0*v is strictly causal. Now define 
w
o = G-w, then wo = 0 or supp wo 













sc  is strictly causal and 
f
o (v) = wo
*v, w 	w , w = 0 or supp w = (01. Then since f +f = f +f , 
0 0 	0 	 Sc o 	Sc 0 
f -f = f -f . But this is impossible since the operator f 	- f 	is o o 	sc sc 	 sc sc 
strictly causal and supp(w o - w
o) = (0). 
The above results are easily extendable to the multi-input multi-output 
case. In particular, the i/o operator f:V m ---, V
k
:v H W*v, W = (w.
1 .) e V',, 
is strictly causal if for each i,j there exists an open neighborhood U.. of 
13 
(01 such that w..I
U.  is regular. In the remainder of this paper, we limit 13  
13 
our study to strictly causal i/o operators. 
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3. State in a Module Framework 
In this section we formulate a definition of systems which reflects 
the convolution module structure of the i/o representation. In order to 
express the concept of state in terms of the convolution structure, we need 
to define another type of i/o operator which is a module homomorphism be-
tween modules defined over a proper subring of V = 
Let 0 denote the subring of V consisting of all distributions having 
compact support contained in (-010,0]. With the induced topology, ) is a 
topological subring of V, and the m-fold direct sum Din is a free m-
dimensional topological module over the ring 0. (Throughout this paper 
it is understood that the topology of all modules considered is Hausdorff 
and locally convex.) 
Let F denote the set (v1
(0 .) :v 
e V). With the induced operations, F 
is a linear subspace of ie(0,00), the space of all distributions defined on 
(0,00). Further, it follows from the discussion given by Treves [8, page 
246] that F is a proper subspace of 00 1 (0,00). We give F the strongest top-




p:V 	F:v H vl (o,c0) 
is continuous. Note that p is also an open mapping since a set U1 is a 
neighborhood of zero in F if and only if there is a neighborhood U 2 of zero 
in V such that p(U2) = U1 . 
Proposition 3.1: F is a topological module with multiplication 
3.2 	 QxF 	F: (w,Y) H  wY =4 (w*T) 1(0,00 ) 
where y e V is any extension of y to V (i.e. 71 (o  ,m) = V). 
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Proof: Multiplication (3.2) is independent of the extension considered: 
Let y e F, then by definition of r, y has at least one extension y e V. 
Suppose that y and y /  are two extensions of y and let w e Q. Then 
3.3 	 < 7(,cp > 	< T/ 1 ,cp >, all T cod:supp T cl (0,m) 
Now since supp w C . (-00 ,0], for every T s 0, 
< w,cp(t+T) > = 0, all cp:supp cp c: (0,m) 
Thus, viewed as a function of T, < w,cp(t+T) > is an element ofcaiwith sup-
port contained in (0,m). Then from (3.3), we have 
< Y,< w,9(t+T) >> = < y ' ,< w,(1)(t+T) >>, all cp:supp cp C (0,m) 
From the definition of convolution (2.1), we get 
< wA5,cp > = < w* ',cp >, all cp:supp cp CI (0,c°) 
Thus (w*-17)1(0,c°) = (.0*'71)1 (o,m)' showing that multiplication (3.2) is 
properly defined. The proof that 7 with (3.2) is a topological module 
follows from the fact that p, given by (3.1),is open and continuous. The 
straightforward details are omitted. 
Corollary 3.1: The k-fold direct sum Fk is a (nonfinite) topological 
module over the ring O. 









1'  ) 
	o(vk  ))
TR 
' where TR denotes the transpose. 
Theorem 3.1: Given a strictly causal i/o operator f:V m V
k
:v 1-■ lift, let 




is a (topological) 0-module homomorphism. 
f is completely and uniquely determined by WI (0 .) and vice versa. 
iii. f can be completely and uniquely constructed from f . 
Proof: i. By definition of 0
m
, the inclusion map I:0M Vm is an 0-module 




is an 0-module homomorphism with V
k 
viewed as an S1-module. Hence the com- 
position PfI = f
* :0m 
rk  is an )-module homomorphism. 
ii.Letwee,then 	 1wheree.=(0 0 ...do 0 ... 0)
TR
. 
1 	i th place 
* * 	1" 	* 
SincefisanD-modulehomomorphism,f 




(0,00) ---- 11 
(e.)= (W*e.)1 	—y0(0,.)where Yi is the i
th 
* 
column of W. Hence W I(o c0) determines f uniquely and conversely.  
iii. Follows from ii. and Proposition 2.2. 
* 
The operator f = PfI characterizes the input/output behavior relative 
to the time reference t = 0. As will be done shortly, we can define the 
* 
state space to be some space through which f is factored. The module 
structure comes into play by requiring that the factorization consist of 
0-module homomorphisms. 
Let 2 denote the map 
it 
{t e supp vi, v 0 
3.4 	 /:V -■ R:v 	,2 (v) = 0, v = 0 
Since supp(u*v) C (supp u) + (supp v), u,v e V, u,v 	0, 
3.5 	 /(u*v) Z /(u) + /(v), all u,v 	0. 




3.6 	 A:(1/ 1 ,...,vm) 	H i (i(vi)) 
Definition 3.1: An m-input k-output strictly causal linear time-invariant 
system E is a sextuple E = (C1m ,X,r
k
,p,7,*) where 
i. X is a topological 0-module with multiplication denoted by r•x, 
r e 0, x e X. 
ii. p:07 X and 7:X 	are (topological) 0-module homomorphisms with 
the composition 71.1, equal to PfI for some strictly causal time-
invariant i/o operator f. 
iii. * is a map defined by 
*:0mXXXR 	X:(w,x,a) I-. 8a+2 	+ 11 (w) +.14 (w) 
where R = (a e R:a < 01. 
In this definition, X is the module of states, p(w) is the state at 
time t = 0 due to input w e 0m , and 11(x) is the output response on (0,0D) 
resulting from state x at t = 0. The map * is a state transition operator: 
*(w,x,a) is the state at t = 0 due to input w and initial state x at time 
t = a+,2(w) prior to the application of w. The parameter a in the defini-
tion of * cannot be zero in general because the input w may contain Dirac 
distributions at (A(w)). Since the input (function) module Om and the 
output (function) module 	are fixed, we shall usually write E = (X,11,7,*). 
Note that since the composition 7p, equals PfI for some strictly causal 
operator f, by Theorem 3.1 knowledge of 7p is equivalent to knowledge of f. 
Therefore f can be (and will be) taken as the i/o operator of the system 
E = (X,P,11,11). 
Although the definition of a system E is specified with respect to the 
13 
time reference t = 0, this does not result in any special restrictions, 
other than those already given, since E is time invariant. The time in-
variance of E is a consequence of the fact that p, and I are 0-module homo-
morphisms. 
The requirement that the state set X admit a module structure over the 
convolution ring 0 is actually a very natural condition since we are con-
sidering systems whose input/output behavior is given by an 0-module homo-
morphism. Furthermore, as shown in the next section every strictly causal 
i/o operator can be realized by a system having an 0-module structure. 
One final point here is that since R can be viewed as a subring of Q 
under the embedding R 0:a 1-9 ado , X is also a linear space over R. Thus 
the module structure on X "contains" the usual linear space structure. A 
system E is infinite-dimensional in the usual sense if X is infinite dimen-
sional as a linear space over R. 
4. Realization of Input/Output Operators 
Following the standard definitions, we say that a system E = (X41,01,) 
is completely reachable (resp. completely observable) if p is surjective 
(resp. 1 is injective). In the first part of this section it is proved that 
every strictly causal i/o operator can be realized by a system that is com-
pletely reachable and observable. Then we consider realizations given by 
differential equations in the sense of distributions. 
Definition 4.1: A realization of a strictly causal i/o operator f:Vm V
k 
is a system E = (X,p,T,$) with = PfI. A realization is said to be can-
onical if it is completely reachable and observable. 
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Theorem 4.1: Every strictly causal time-invariant i/o operator f has a 
canonical realization. 
Proof: Given f, let f = PfI. Since r k is a Hausdorff space, (01 is a 
A 
closed set in Fk , and by the continuity of f
*




 (w) = 01 
is a closed set in D
m








w + Ker f
*
:w e 071 with the quotient topology is a Haus- 
dorff locally convex linear topological space. Further, it is easily 
checked that 0
m
/Ker f is a topological a-module with multiplication 
11.[w] 	[r*w], r e n, w e 0m . Now take X
f 	0m/Ker f to be the state 
module, and define the following 0-module homomorphisms 
e X .(0 [w] f' 
1 f :Xf -4 r k :[w] H f* (w) 
Clearly, p f is surjective and 
if  is injective. Given w e n
m
, µf (w) = [w] 
is defined to be the state at time t = 0 due to input w, and for every 
T 5 0, pl (8T*W) = 6 -[w] is the state at time t = 0 due to state [w] at 
time T. Therefore, if the input w e Om is applied with initial state 
x = [0] at time a+/(w), a < 0, the state 14(w,x,a) at t = 0 is given by 
* *f (w,x,a) = 6,9420 -x +p,f (w). Finally, since f = 1 fp f , (Xf ,11 f ,1f ,Sf) is 
a canonical realization of f. 
Regarding the uniqueness of canonical realizations, we have the 
following 
A A 
Proposition 4.1: If (X,p,1011) and (X,i1,101/) are two canonical realiza-
tions of an i/o operator f, then with respect to the algebraic structure 
there exists a unique -module homomorphism t:X X with tp, = a and lit = 1 
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Proof: Follows from a standard isomorphism theorem. 
Corollary 4.1: If the composition PfI is an open mapping, t is a topologi-
cal n-module isomorphism; that is, t is also a homeomorphism. 
* 
Proof: Suppose that f = PfI is open and let U be an open set in R. Then 
. 
(f
*-1  p )(U) is open in rk since a is continuous. Since Ti is injective and 
^ 	-. 
is surjective and f
* 
= . (1] 1q f*p-1  )(U) = t -1 (U) which is open in X be- 
cause Ti  is continuous. Hence t is continuous. A similar proof shows that 
-1 . 
t 	is continuous. 
In many applications it is desirable to have a realization given by 
dynamical differential equations. For example, with such a realization it 
would be possible to apply the theory of differential equations to the study 
of optimal control. As we now show, i/o operators can be realized by dif-
ferential equations in the sense of distributions. 
Given the i/o operator f:Vm 	V
k
, let E = (X,p,11,111) denote the canoni- 
cal realization of f constructed in the proof of Theorem 4.1. Following 
Kalman and Hautus [2], define the truncation operator .Y.S:13 m 	: a I-4 	a 
where (sja) (t) = 0, t > 0, and (4a) (t) = a(t) , t s 0. 





X:cp H [ 3d (r.15*w) ] , Cp/ (t ) = Cg-t) 
Note that since r*9 eobir, all r e C2 , cp e cff(see [6]), xw is properly defined. 
As proved in [2], xw is an X-valued distribution. The interpretation of x w 
 is that it is the generalized state trajectory resulting from the application 
of the input w. 
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Now define 
F:X -4 X:[w] 1-4 [6 (1) *w] 







0 ,...,amo  
Then for all w e 45, xw satisfies the differential equation 
dxw (w) 
The proof follows from [2]. 
Hence we have an internal differential equation describing the reali-
zation. However we do not have an output equation as constructed in [2] 
because here the output response on (0,00) may not be an ordinary function. 
Nevertheless, in most cases it is possible to formulate an output equation 
as follows. 
Let X = Cio-La e J(e)1 which is a linear subspace of X viewed as a 
linear space over R. Suppose that for each a e 3d(e), f(a) is continuous 
on some neighborhood of zero. Then since fO) = f(c) on (0,00) for every 
e [a], we can define the operator 
H:17 -.4 Rk :[a] 1-• f (a) (0) = 	f (a) (t) 
Let w e Dm , then for every cp effwe have that 
< f(w),cp > = (ep*f(w))(0) 
< f(w),P > = (f0*(0)(0) 	since f is a V-module homomorphism 
< f(w),w > = (f(4+w)))(0) since f is strictly causal 
< f (w) ,cp > = 1-1[ 30 ((yew) ] 	by definition of H. 
Thus 
4.2 	 <f(w),w > = Hxw (w) , w e Cm , cp e 
4.1 dt = Fx (w) + Gw(c) 
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Hence we have proved 
Theorem 4.2: Given the i/o operator f:V m Vk :v h W*v, if for, each 
a e 50(e), f(a) is continuous on some neighborhood of zero, then f has a 
canonical realization which can be described by dynamical differential 
equations (given by 4.1-2). 
Instead of working with dynamical differential equations, in the re-
mainder of this paper we consider only the operational form of a system E 
as given in Definition 3.1. The objective is to study dynamical properties 
by using the module structure on E = (X,p,11,41). 
5. Controllability in a Module Framework 
In terms of the R-linear structure, few algebraic results exist on the 
controllability of infinite systems simply because the state space is in-
finite dimensional as a linear space. However, as a consequence of finite-
ness properties of the module structure, it is possible to study control 
from an algebraic standpoint. We shall do this here, setting up the theory 
in terms of a general framework that includes state and output function 
controllability. In the following development the topological structure is 
not considered. 
Let M be an 0-module, and let X:Q
m  M be an a-module homomorphism. 
Definition 5.1: An element x e M is reachable if there exists an w e pm 
 such that X(w) = x. An element x e M is controllable if there exist T < 0 
and w e O
m 
with L(w) > T, such that 6 -x + X(w) = 0. The element w is 
called a control for x and -T is a control time. 
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Given a system E = (X,p,11,10, state controllability and a type of 
output function controllability are particular cases of the above defi-
nition: 
1. State Controllability: Take M = X and X = p. Then x e X is reach-
able if there exists an input in Om which sets up (from the zero state) 
the state x at time t = 0, and x is controllable if there exists an input 
in 
Qm 
which drives the system to the zero state at t = 0 starting from 
state x at some time T prior to the application of the input. 
2. Output Function Controllability: Take M = r k and X = PfI = f* where 
f is the i/o operator of the system E. Then an output function y e r
k  is 
reachable if there exists an input in 0
m 
which produces this response with 
zero initial state prior to the application of the input. An element 
Y e F
k 
is controllable if there exist T < 0, w e 0
m
, 1(w) > T, such that 
8 y + f (w) = 0 which implies that 
5.1 	
Y1 (-T,c0 	f"-T*w)1 (-T,(*) = 
Therefore, viewing y as an output response on (0,0D) due to an input and/or 
initial state occurring in the time interval (.m,0], by (5.1) we have that 
the input 8 ..T*w (applied during the interval (0,-T]) drives the output 
response to zero on (-T,03). 
The objective here is to study controllability in terms of the general 
framework given in Definition 5.1. All of the following results specialize 
to state and output function controllability by setting X = p or PfI as 
done above. We begin with the following basic definitions from module theory. 
Given an 2-module M, x e M is said to be a free element if rrx = 0 for 
some r e 0, then r = O. If there exists a nonzero r e 0 such that rrx = 0, 
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x is called a torsion (or nonfree) element. Since Q is an integral 
domain (i.e., n is a commutative ring with no divisors of zero), the 
set T(M) of torsion elements of M is a submodule of M. 
Let S be a subset of M. The annihilator of S, denoted by Ann(S), is 
the set of elements 7 e C such that Trx = 0 for all x e S. For any subset 
S CI M, Ann(S) is an ideal of the ring n. If S = (xl, we write Ann(S) = 
Ann(x). 




denote the submodule 
of M consisting of all reachable elements; that is, M r = x(nm). Since 0m 
is a finitely-generated 0-module, M r is also finitely generated, in par- 
m 
ticular, Mr = 	0qi where qi = X(e i), e i = (0 0 ... 6_ 0 ... 0)TR 
i– 	 ith place 
It is easily verified that:: ,Ann (M ) = n Ann q 	(lAnn(q.). l 1 
Using this fact, we can prove 
Proposition 5.1: Suppose that M r / (01, then the following are equivalent 
i. Ann(Mr) / (03 
ii. Mr 
C_T(M) 
iii. Each nontrivial submodule Qq i contains a nonzero torsion element. 
Proof: Obviously, i. 	ii. and ii. 
iii. 	: Suppose that for each q i / 0 there exists 0 / x i e Dqi and 
)317 . e n suchthat ir- x . =.0.111" sincex-=(1"1-531.soule w . " 1 	 1 1 	 1 	1 1 	 1 
(1).
1 
 /0, we have that T
11 
 r.x. (11. 1 .u.)q. = 	 17. Hence 0 / *(0.1 
 e Ann (q.) and 
1  
the product 	rl(r.*w.) / 0 annihilates each q.1
, i=1,2,...,m. Thus 
MiLicto 	()km(qi ) _= Ann (Mr ) . 
The following result shows that if M r / 101 and any one of the equiva-
lent statements of Proposition 5.1 is not true, then for at least one i 
such that qi / 0, every nonzero state in 0qi is uncontrollable. 
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Proposition 5.2: If Mr 	{0} and for each i such that qi 	0, the submodule 
Oqi contains a nonzero controllable element, then Ann(M r) 	[0}. 
Proof: Suppose that the hypothesis is satisfied. Then for each i such 








*w.) q, + X(u.) = 0 
	




c o wi thi( l.. ) >T., we  have 





u..q. = 0 
Hence 
5.2 (8 *w. + u..)q. + 	u. .g. = 0 
T. 	1 	11 1 	 1 .1 J 
Now for each i such that q i = 0, we have 
5.2 	 6 o
q. = 0 
Let C denote the mXm matrix consisting of the coefficients of the q i in 
equations (5.2-3) such that the diagonal elements of C are 8 *w. + u.. or 




. Then (Lang [9, page 3351) the determinant of C, denoted by det C, 
annihilates each q i , and thus det C e Ann(Mr). It must be shown that 
det C 	0: 
By construction, det C is of the form 
det C = a1(6, *wi)) + r 
i 	1 




Hence the support of r does not intersect the support of the product 
no *w.) and since 	1-1(5 *w.) 	0, det C 	0. 




Corollary 5.1: If Mr 
contains a free element, then for at least one i, 
q. 	0 and every nonzero elem 	 uncontrollable. qi 
Corollary 5.2: If m = 1 and T(Mr) = (01, no nonzero element of M is both 
reachable and controllable. 
Proposition 5.3: Suppose that for some fixed i, q i is free and 
have torsion, then M r 
can be written as an internal direct 
sum 
m 
Mr = 1 	
01 (I) . where M
1 
 = 77 Dq. 
= 1 
J 	1 
and every element x = x
1 
+ x. is uncontrollable, where x
1 
e M, x. e, . qi 
xi 	O. 
Proof: Clearly, M = M1 + Oqi . Suppose that there exists an x 0 with 
xeMi n0..Then since Ann(M 1) is nontrivial by Proposition 5.1, there 
exists a r e 0, r 0, such that rx = 0. Now x = wq i for some w e 0, 
w 0, and thus (rft)q i = 0, rfti 	0, which is a contradiction if q i is 
free. 
Suppose that x = xl + xi is controllable where x l e M1 and xi = rqi 	0. 
Then there exist T < 0, w e 0m , /(w) > T, such that 8 .1. (xl + rqi) + X(w) = 0. 
Writing w = w.e. and since x l = 	a.q., C. e 0, we obtain 
L- 	j 	 J J 	J 
(8 
T 
 *a. + w.)q. + (8 *11 + w.)q. = 0 
J 	J J 	 11 
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Multiplying both sides of this equation by some 0 e Ann(M 1), 0 / 0, gives 
0*(15T*r + wi)qi = 0, which is a contradiction since q i is free. 
As seen from the following results, the condition Ann(M r) / (0) is 
also related to the controllability of elements that are not necessarily 
reachable. 
Proposition 5.4: If Ann(Mr) is nontrivial, every controllable element of M 
is contained in T(M), the torsion submodule of M. 
Proof: If x e M is controllable, there exist 'r < 0, w e Om , A(w) > T, such 
that 6 x = -X(w). Since X(w) e Mr
, if Ann(Mr
) 	(0), there exists r e n, 
r 	0, such that (Tr*6 )x = -iX(w) = 0. Hence x is a torsion element. 
Corollary 5.3: If Ann(Mr ) 	(0), every free element of M is not control- 
lable and not reachable. 
Proposition 5.5: Suppose that for each i e (1,2,...,m1 there exists a non-
zero torsion element of M which is controllable with control w.e. / 0, 
w. e 0, then Ann(Mr
) is nontrivial. 
Proof: Let xi ,x2 ,...,xm be nonzero torsion elements of M such that for each 
i, there exist T i < 0, wi e i / 0, i(wi ) > T i , with ST xi+X(wi ei ) = 0. Then 
if aixi = 0, ai / 0, (ai t8 T )xi = -ai X(wi e i ) = 	 = 0, and thus 
a.icw.eAnn. (q, ). Therefore, the product I-1(ai 
 Au.) is a nonzero element of Ann(Mr
). 
It follows from Corollary 5.1 that for every element of M r to be con-
trollable, it is necessary that Ann(M r) be nontrivial. Whether or not the 
reachable states are controllable is an important question since for any 
xx2 e Mr' 
there exists a control w e D
m 







X 	X(w) = x2 for some T < 2(w)) if and only if every element of M r is 
controllable. It is interesting to note that when M
r is finite dimensional 
as a linear space over R, every x e Mr is controllable. The easy proof is 
omitted. 
In terms of the module structure, we now develop a necessary and suf-
ficient condition for controllability of Mr . We begin with the following 
ring-theoretic result. 
Lemma 5.1: Let A be an ideal of the ring 0 and suppose that there exist 
T < 0 and a e Q, 2(a) > T, such that 8 +a e A. Given w e 0, let s z 0 be 
an integer such that (s + 1)(T-i(a)) < /M. Then 6 (s+1)T
*w r e A, 




*w, A(r) > (s+1) T, a
s+1 
= (s+1)-fold convolution of a. 
Proof: Given T.< 0, a e c, 2(0) > T, such that 6 + a e A, by induction it 
is easily verified that for any integer s a 0 
o f 	 (-1) sas+1 = (6 +0)*( 	-1)1.8 (S- . 0-1-1)T 	 T 	 1)T 	/ 
i=0 
+ (-1) sa
s+1 ) 1cw e A Then since A is an ideal of 	and 8 +u e A, (8 (s+1)T 
for any w e n. Now given a fixed w e 0, we pick an integer s Z 0 such that 
(s+1)(T-2(0)) < /M. Such an integer can always be found since T-2(o) < 0. 
Then (s+1)T < (s+1).6 (u) + i(w) 
4 (s+1)T < 2(as+1) 	if 
	
0), 	using (3.5) 
(e+ 1 ) T < 2 ( 01E41* , w) again using (3.5) 
4 (S.-a) T < (r) 	 by definition of Tr. 
Theorem 5.1: Every x e M is controllable if and only if there exists r 
+a e Ann (Mr)with 2(a) > T. 
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Proof: Recall that M
r  = Li 
eq.. If every x e Mr is controllable, each 
i= 





 with 8 T ci i 
 + X(u.) = 0. Using the construction given in the 
.   1 
proof of Proposition 5.2, we have that Ann(M r) 
contains an element of the 
form 8 + n, 2(r) > T = 1
Conversely, suppose that there exists 
1 
oT + a e Ann(Mr), i(o) > T, and let x e Mr . Then x = X (Ew iej), wi e O. 
Let s Z 0 be an integer such that (s+1)(T-4(0)) < i(w i), i=1,2,...,m. 
Then by Lemma 5.1, for each i, 
6 (s+1)T*wi 	Tri 





1 	 1 
Hence
(s+1)T1 *w. 	r 
	
+ 	.)q. = 0, 	i=1,2,...,m. 
(6(s+01-*wi 	
= 0 
8 (s+1)Tx 	 = 0 
i 
Since gr.) > (s+1)T, all i, the element 
1 r.e e
m 
is a control for x. 
1 i 
Corollary 5.4: Every x e Mr 
is controllable if and only if each generator 
qi  is controllable. 
Examples for which the condition in Theorem 5.1 is satisfied will be 
given in Section 7. 
6. Bounded and Minimal Time Controllability 
Given an Q-module homomorphism X:Q
m 





said to be reachable (resp. controllable) in bounded time N if for each 
x e M
r' 
there exists an w e G
m 
with i(w) > -N, such that x = X(w) (resp. 
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-N
x + X(w) = 0). In the first part of this section, we prove that if 
every element of Mr is controllable, then Mr is reachable and controllable 
in bounded time. Then we consider the determination of the smallest time 
period during which all the elements of M
r 
can be controlled. In the last 
part of the section results are given on the smoothness of the controls 
constructed here. 
Let A be an ideal of the ring (, and let D/A denote the residue class 
ring of ) by A. The elements of n/A will be denoted by [w] = w + A, w e 0. 
Recall that n is a subring of V = 0.15: 1_, the ring of distributions with sup-
port bounded on the left. We also note that for any y e V, cp e CO', the 
multiplication ycp of y by cp is defined by < yp,X > = < 'y,cpX > where TX is 
the usual pointwise multiplication of functions. 
Lemma 6.1: Let A be an ideal of ) and suppose that there existsaBeA 
having an inverse $
-1 
e V. Let T < L(B), then for each [w] e 0/A there 
exists an a e [w] such that L(a) > T. 
Proof: Assume that there exists B e A with D
-1 
6 V, and fix T < 1,(0). 
Given [w] e 0/A, if L(w) > T there is nothing to prove. Therefore assume 
that ,Q (w) 5 T. Now B*(0
-1 
 *w) = w, and thus /(w) Z L(0) +
-1
*w). Since 




 *w) 	(13) < 0. 
Choose a
l' 
 a2, b 1 , b 2 6 R such that -(= < a2 
< a
1 
< 2(3 -1*w) and 
T-2(0) < b 1 < b 2 < 0. By a well-known result of distribution theory (see 
[6, page 31]), there exists a cp e 05 such that cp(t) = 1 on [a 1 ,b 1 ], 
T(t) = 0 on R - [a 2 ,b 2 ], and 0 5 cp(t) 5 1, all t e R. 




 1‘0)(p — 
-1 
*to] . Then a= -0*[(0 k)w] + w e [w]. It 
is claimed that 2(a) > T: 
\ By construction, (lo 'w)(;) = p ^w on (...co,b 1 
 ), and thus 
supp[-(0 1*w)cp + 5
-1 
 *(DJ C [ID 	Then by definition of a, 
supp a Cl[b 1+2(0),b 2]. Therefore, 2(a) z b l+L($), but by definition of b 1 , 
T < b 	1(0),and hence 2(a) > T. 
Using Lemma 6.1, we obtain the following sufficient condition for Mr 
 to be reachable and controllable in bounded time. 
Theorem 6.1: 	Given Mr 
= ;,(n7 ), if Ann(M
r
) contains an element 0 having 
an inverse 6
-l
e V, for any a> 0 and x l , x2 e Mr , there exists a control 
w e O
m
, with t 	
a
(w)> T - t(0)-a, such that 6 ¶x 1 + X(w) = x2 . 
Proof: 	Let 0 satisfy the hypothesis, fix a> 0, and set T = t(0)-a. 
Then given x
1 
 =Ew.q. and x2 
	
11 ' by Lemma 6.1 (taking A = Ann(M
r
)), 
11  1 
foreachithereexistsance.e(S *w.-7.)+Ann(Mr), with t(a.)> 
T. Hence 
1 	T 1 1 	 1 
6 
T x 1 
 - x
2 
 =I. 	, a.q. 	which proves that x2 




Corollary 6.1: 	If there exists a 6 e Ann(M r) with 6 -1 e V, then Mr is 
reachable and controllable in bounded time -t(0) + a where a is an arbitrar-
ily small positive number. 
Referring back to Theorem 5.1, we had that every element of M
r 
is 
controllable if and only if there exists 8 + a e Ann(M
r
) with t(a)> T. 
As we shall see, this condition implies that Ann(M
r
) contains a p with 
$
-1 
e V, giving the following surprising result. 
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Theorem 6.2: M
r is reachable and controllable in bounded time if and only 
if every element of M r is controllable. 
The proof of Theorem 6.2 follows from 
Lemma 6.2: Any element of the form 6 +a e 0, /(a) > T, has an inverse in V. 
Proof: Given 8, +a e 0, i(a) > T, consider 6 
-T 
 (6 
T  +a) = 6 0  +6 -T
a, which is an 
element of V. It will be shown that 6 






a) 	as an element in the quotient field of V, we can expand 
by long division giving 
co 





Let Ni l denote the sequence of partial sums obtained from the sum (6.1). 
Now since £(5 
-T 




) 	na. Then given T e 0Cr, 
since T has compact support there exist an integer io and a constant K 
such that yi (T) = K, all 	10 . Hence (yi (T)1 converges in R, proving 
	
. 	 .-1 is a distribution with that ( 1 converges in V. Therefore (6 	) Yi o+6 -Ta 
support contained in [0,c0), and since (6 +a) 1 = 6 (6 +6 a) -1 , 6 +a has -T 0 -T 
an inverse in V. 
If Mr is controllable in bounded time, the question then arises as to 
what is the smallest time interval during which all the elements of M can r  
be controlled. This minimal control time, denoted by m
in' is defined to 
be the infimum over all N such that M
r is controllable in time N. We have 
the following results on the magnitude of Nmin . 
Let Ker X denote the submodule (w e dn :X(w) = 01 c 27, and define 
,TR 	 -1 
= 	 e Ker X:w. e V, i=1,2,...,m1 
S
2 = (w = (w1 	)
TR 
e 1 :w e Ann(q.), i=1,2,...,m1 
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 we have the following bounds on N . . 
mln 
Theorem 6.3: If M
r 
is controllable in bounded time, then 
we n 	 min 
N in weS 2 
i inf 
( -t(w)) n 	 ( -t(w)) 
1 
Proof: If Mr 
is controllable in time N, for each i=1,2,...,m, there exists 
ui  e Din
, 2(u.1
) > -N, such that 8-N1 
 q. 	
1 
+ X(u.) = 0. Thus 8 -N1 	] 
e. + u. e Ker X, 
alli,whichimpliesthat, 
7
_ (8-N1 e.+u.)eKerX.Sincei(u.)> -N, all i, 4 	1 	 1 
1 
7' 	 7' 
(6-Nei + u i ) = L (8, -N + rdei for some ri e Q with /(ri ) > -N, all i. By 
T 
Lemma 6.2, each 6 -N 	1 




t -4,(w)1. min weS
1 
Now S 2 is not empty since Ann(M
r
) 	(01. Let w e S 2 , then it follows from 
Lemma 6.1 that M
r is controllable in bounded time -t(w)+a, any a > 0. 
inf Hence N . 	( -t(01- num. weS 2 
When m = 1, Ker X = Ann(M r) and S 1 
= S
2 
so we have 
Corollary 6.2: If m = 1 and each x e Mr is controllable, Mr is controllable 
inminimaltimeN=inf(-i(r) :r e Ann(M r
), r-1 e Vl. 
min 
In the next section, we shall use this result to compute minimal con-
trol times for delay-differential systems. 
Given 	e Ann (M
r
) with 5 -1 e V, by Theorem 6.1 every x e Mr can be 
controlled in bounded time T for any T < i($). In particular, if 
x = L wi g . ' by the construction given in the proof of Lemma 6.1 a control 
u e Om for x is 
6.2 	u = 5 u.e, where u.=-5140-1*8 
T1  *w.)cp. 1 ] + 8 T1  *w., 
T < 1(5). 
However the control u may be so "rough" that it is not possible to generate 
an actual signal which is a good approximation to u. For example, this is 
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the case if u contains derivatives of the Dirac distribution. Therefore 
some indication of the smoothness of the control (6.2) is very desirable. 
We now consider this by using the concept of the order of a distribution. 
Let y e 045' and let U be an open set contained in R. The order of y 
on U, denoted by ord yl
U' 






derivative of some continuous function h on U. If 
no such positive integer r exists, y is said to be of infinite order on U. 
If y is infinitely differentiable on U, we write ord YI = -m. The order 
of any distribution on a bounded set U is finite or -/m and so is the order 
of any distribution on R having compact support (see [6, page 95]). It is 
easily verified that for any u, v e od' having order < +m, 
ord(u*v) 5 (ord u) + (ord v). 
Now given x =:) w i q i , consider the control (6.2). We have the follow- 
ing upper bound on the order of the components of u: 
Theorem 6.4: ord (u.) s ord 	ord (w.) 	ord . 0-1 1 
(o , -T-/ (w i ) ) 






)C[T+1,(w.1 ),T], u.1 . -(3*[ 
0-1
*.5T11 1 
*w.)q).] on (T,0), u. = 0, other- 
wise. Thus 
ord(u.) 	ord 0*[(3 -1*6 *w.)(4).]1, 1 T 1 1 	k,T,O) 
ord(ui ) s 
 ord B + ord[(0- 1"T*wi)Pi]l(T,o) 
1 
ord(u.)s ord 	+ ord(O *8 *w.)I, 1 	 T 1 	t,T ,0) 
since q) e 
, 	0 
ord (u. ) s ord 	+ ord0-1 ", wi/ ( 0 _ T ) 
ord (u.) s ord 	ord (0. +ord0 -1 1 0e(wd) since sup') a) . C [,e  (ELO  ,o] 
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Corollary 6.3: If fi3 	is infinitely differentiable on (0,co), every element 
of Mr 
has a control whose components are infinitely differentiable. 
Proof: In this case, ord 
-11 
I (o ,00) 
= -co, so that by the theorem, ord(ui ) 
  
implying that u i is infinitely differentiable. 
As will be seen in the next section, there exist controls that are 
infinitely differentiable when Mr 
is finite dimensional as a linear space 
over R. 
7. Role of the Impulse Response Matrix in Controllability 
The results of the preceding two sections reveal that the annihilating 
ideal Ann(Mr
) plays a crucial role in the controllability of M r 
= X(0111). 
Given a system E = (X,p,1),110, for the special cases X = p and X = 11µ = f 
we now investigate the properties of Ann(M r) by relating it to the impulse 
response matrix W of the system E. Here we obtain particular results on 
output function and state controllability, expressed in terms of the 
properties of W. 
For the system E = 0:,4,11,110, let Xr = pe) and (r1() r = f* (e) denote 
the finitely-generated submodules of reachable states and reachable outputs, 
respectively. Letting (e l ...,en ) denote the standard basis of Om as be- 
fore, we have that Xr 
is generated by gi 	
r i=1,2,...,m, and (
k 
) r 
is generated by h. 4 f(e,), i=1,2,...,m. 
Since f
* 	 r is equal to the composition 7p, 	 ) r  = T(Xr), and thus 
Ann(X ) C. Ann(F
k
). However in general Ann(X) 	Ann(r
k
). A necessary and 
r — 	r 	 r r 








if and only if the restriction of 11 
to the submodule Og i is injective for each i such that gi 	0. 
The proof of this result is straightforward, and therefore will not 
be given. 
Recalling that the system E is completely observable if 11 is injec-
tive, we have 
Corollary 7.1: If E is completely observable, Ann(Xr) = Ann(r
k
) r . 
Now let W = (w..) denote the impulse response matrix of the system E. 
13 






result establishes a direct relationship between the impulse response ma- 










 =f* (e.)li.ence 
(wij*r)1 (0) = 0, i=1,2,...,k, j=1,2,...,m, which implies that w ij *r e 0, 
all i,j. Thus r e nA. . Conversely, let re nA. 	then 
i,j
* 1 i 	 ii,jli' 
(wij *r)1 (0,.) = 0, all i,j. Thus f (re
I 	 i 
) = 0, j=1,2,...,m 4 rrh = 0, all j 
T.' r e Ann(rk)r. 
From the results of Section 6, the reachable states and outputs are 





element that is invertible in V = c49'. Since Ann(X ) C Ann 
 
r — 	r = i,j13 
controllability is therefore connected to the existence of invertible ele-
ments in ()A.., which we now consider. The approach given below is de- 
i,j 13 
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veloped in terms of fields and rings of fractions. 
Since V (resp. 0) is an integral domain, the smallest field in which 
V (S1) can be embedded is its quotient field, denoted by Q(V) (Q(n)). Let 
t9:17 	Q(v):v - 
6 
 denote the embedding of V in Q(V). Note that since 
Q C. V, Q(0) is a subfield of Q(V). 
Proposition 7.3: Given a system E with impulse response matrix W, 
inik i 1] 	—[OlifarldonlYifx&—)e Q(0), all i,j. , j 1J 
Proof: Clear. 
From Corollary 5.1, we have 
Corollary 7.2: If any one of the elements of W cannot be embedded in Q(0), 
there exist at least on such that every nonzero state in 
gi is uncontrollable and every nonzero output in Dh is uncontrollable. 
As we now show, a condition for controllability is that the elements 
of W belong to a ring of fractions of O. Let D = (r e 0:r
-1 e V1, which is 
clearly a multiplicative subset of the ring 0. Let D
-1
0 denote the ring 
of fractions of n defined by D. Note that D 
.L0  can be viewed as a subring 
of V under the embedding D
-1
0 V: 2 r
-1*w. Then combining Theorems 6.1-2 
and Propositions 7.1-2, we have 
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Theorem 7.1: Given a system E = (X,p,11,41) with impulse response matrix W, 
the following are equivalent: 





ii. Every reachable output is controllable 
iii. The submodule of reachable outputs is reachable and controllable in 
bounded time. 
Furthermore, for the reachable states to be controllable (or controllable 
in bounded time) it is necessary that one of these conditions be true. 
Theorem 7.2: If the restriction of 7 on each nontrivial submodule clg i is 
injective or if E is completely observable, the following are equivalent: 
i. W. e D
-1
0, all i,j 
13 
ii. Every reachable state is controllable 
iii. The submodule of reachable states is reachable and controllable in 
bounded time. 
Some important consequences of Theorem 7.2 are 
Corollary 7.3: If E = (X,p,11,0 is completely reachable and observable, 
then X is completely controllable (or controllable in bounded time) if and 
only if w.. e D
-1
0, all i,j. 
13 
Corollary 7.4: A strictly causal i/o operator f:Vm V :v F W*v has a 
canonical realization (X,p,11,0 with X completely controllable if and only 
if W is over D
-1
0. 
These results show that controllability properties of the systems con-
sidered here are nice if the impulse response matrix is over D
-1
0. There 
exist systems for which this is not the case. For example, consider a 
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2 
single-input single-output: system with impulse response w(t) = e -t H(t), 
\2 
where H(t) is the Heaviside function. Because e -(t-T) contains the factor 
2Tt . 
e 	, it follows that there does not exist a 0 e 0 with 0 	e V, such that 
13 1<w e S. The details are rather involved and will not be given. 
Examples of classes of systems having impulse response matrix defined 
over D
-1
0 can be generated in the following manner. Let K be a multiplica-
tive subset of C2 with K C D. Let denote the class of all strictly causal 
systems (Definition 3.1) whose impulse response matrix is over K -10 C D -10. 
Example 1: Let R[p] = 1 a.p
i
:a. e R, n 01 where p i denotes the ith 
i=o 
derivative of 6
o . Clearly, R[p] is a subring of Q. Further, it is well 
known (see [6]) that every nonzero element of R[p] has an inverse in V 
which is infinitely differentiable on (0,00). Thus we can take K = R[p] - (0]. 
The resulting class Xof systems includes all finite-dimensional systems. 
Let E be a system in this class. Since for any 0 e K, L(0) = 0 and 0
-1 
is 
infinitely differentiable on (0,00), by Theorem 6.1 and Corollary 6.3 every 
reachable state and every reachable output of E can be controlled in an 
arbitrarily small time interval by a control whose components are infinitely 
differentiable. 
Example 2: Let R[d...,d
r'
p] denote the smallest subring of 0 containing 
d.1  = 6a 
 , a. < 0, p = 6 (1) , and bo
o' 
all b e R. Any 0 e Rid...,d
r'
p] . 	1 1 
can be written as a finite sum 
0 = 	 c. 	 d *...*djr *p
jr+1 
J i."""jr+1 
. where the j
i are non-negative integers, c, 	 e R,andd.= .]
th 
 -fold 
'1"'"jr+1 	 1 
convolution of d.. 1 
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From the results of Kamen [3], every nonzero element of R[d i ,...,dr ,p] has 
an inverse in V, so that we can take K = R[d i ,...,dr ,p] - (0). In this 
case the class 	consists of systems having time delays equal to multiples 
of -a., i=1,2,...,r (d. = 8
a. ). In particular,/ contains a subclass of 
delay-differential systems, i.e. systems whose inputs and outputs are re-
lated by delay-differential equations. By Theorems 7.1-2 we have the 
interesting result that for systems with time delays (as defined here), 
the submodules of reachable states and outputs are reachable and control-
lable in bounded time. 
For the case K = 	 - (01, in many instances we can readily 
compute the minimal control time Nmin : Let E = (X,11,11,10 be a single-input 
single -output completely reachable and observable system belonging to the 
class "16 . Then the impulse response w is given by w =
-1
*7, some $ e K , 
7 e n, and Ann(X) = (a e Q:w*a e nl. Suppose that $0 + iO = Q, then we 
claim that Ann(X) = F3n, that is, Ann(X) is a principal ideal: 
Let a e Ann(X), then (3 -1*7*a = a, some a e C2,r--)07ka = 13/ca 
0177*a (i.e. (3 divides 7*a in 0) 
Now (3*y + Trict = 50 some y,t e Q, and since S I Trk Cet and flp .icy*ci, 
$1031ry + r*Da 401a. Hence Ann(X) C 130, while it is clear that $C.2 C:Ann(X). 
Now by definition of K, A(u*v) s 2(u) for any u,v e K . Thus 
2(a) s i0) for any a e fin, and by Corollary 6.2, Nmin = 4(3). For ex-
ample, let K = R[8_ 1 ,p] and suppose that the impulse response of the sys-
tem is 
w( t) = r-t111 -(t-n) H(t-n) 
n! 	e 
no 
Using the operational calculus given in [3], we have (8_ 1*p+8 -1+8o)*w = 8 -1' 




)*TT = bo , on + 7n 0, and thus Nmin = 4(S) = 1. In words, 
every state of E can be controlled to zero within a minimal time period 
of one second. 
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